FUSELAGE & EMPPENNAGE INSPECTION
1. FUEL TANK Vent...CHECK
2. TANK SUMP FILTER/BOWL...CHECK FUEL SAMPLES
3. MAINTENANCE FUEL DRUMS...CHECK
4. EXTERNAL ANTENNAS...CHECK
5. FUSELAGE (EXCLUDE)...CHECK
6. FIRE HOSE...CHECK
7. TAIL...CHECK
8. RUGGED, VERTICAL STABILIZER...CHECK
9. ELEVATOR, HORIZONTAL STABILIZER...CHECK
10. FUSELAGE (RIGHT SIDE)...CHECK

RIGHT WING INSPECTION
1. FLAP & INSPECTION PANEL...CHECK
2. ALTERNATE WING WEIGHT, INSPECTION PANEL...CHECK
3. WINGTIP (TRIANGULAR EDGE NEXT TO ALERON)...CHECK
4. POSITION & STROBE LIGHT ASSEMBLY...CHECK
5. ENTRANCE WING SURFACE...CHECK
6. WING LEADING EDGE...CHECK
7. TRIM...CHECK
8. RIGHT MAIN LANDING GEAR...CHECK
9. PARKING BRAKE...CHECK
10. PARACHUTE...CHECK
11. AIRCRAFT...ROLL (CHECK BOTTOM OF TIRES)
12. PARKING BRAKE...CHECK
13. BAGGAGE NET...CHECK
14. FID INSPECTION...PERFORM

BEFORE ENGINE START
1. RUDDER PEDALS...ADJUSTED
2. BELT...FASTENED AND ADJUSTED
3. PARKING BRAKE...SET (HOLD BRAKES)
4. GEN/BAT MASTER SWITCH...ON

NOSE INSPECTION
1. OIL QUANTITY...CHECK (4.5-6 QTS)
2. OIL FILLER CAP & D A...SECURE
3. INLET & OUTLET BARRIERS...AS REQUIRED
4. COWINGS (RIGHT SIDE)...CHECK
5. AIRINTAKES...CHECK
6. NACA SEAL REESEATION...CHECK
7. ALTERNATOR BELT...CHECK
8. PROPELLER & SPINNER...CHECK
9. NOSE GEAR...CHECK
10. COWINGS (LEFT SIDE)...CHECK
11. OAT SENSOR...REMOVE
12. CHECK...CHECK

LEFT WING INSPECTION
1. RESCUE HAMMER...SECURE
2. FIRE, EXTINGUISHER...CHARGED, SECURE
3. FUEL QUANTITY...MEASUREMENTS WITH FUEL MIXTURE GAUGE
4. FUEL FILLER CAP...SECURE
5. FUEL DIPSTICK...SECURE
6. CHECK...CHECK
7. LEFT MAIN LANDING GEAR...CHECK
8. STALL WARNING...CHECK
9. PTOT-STATIC PROBE...CHECK
10. TIE DOWN...CHECK
11. CHUTE TAIL COVER...CHECK
12. WING LEADING EDGE...CHECK
13. ENTRANCE WING SURFACE...CHECK
14. CUSHION & STROBE LIGHT ASSEMBLY...CHECK
15. WINGTIP (TRIANGULAR EDGE NEXT TO ALERON)...CHECK
16. ALERON, BAL WEIGHT, INSPECTION PANEL...CHECK
17. FLAP INSPECTION PANEL...CHECK

TAXI
1. BRAKES...CHECK
2. BRAKE CONTROLS...POSITION FOR WIND
3. GYROSCOPIC INSTRUMENTS & COMPASS...CHECK

BEFORE TAKEOFF
1. PARKING BRAKE...SET
2. THROTTLE...IDLE
3. THRUST...FULL RICH
4. MIXTURE...CHECK FOR RPM RISE, THEN FULL RICH

CLIMB
1. THROTTLE...FULL
2. FUEL SUMP...FULL (BELOW 1000 FT)
3. AIRSPEED...70 KIAS
4. ENGINE GAUGES...CHECK

CRUISE/LEVEL-OFF
1. THROTTLE...MANUAL AS REQUIRED
2. FUEL...LOW LEVEL
3. THROTTLE...FULL
4. MIXTURE...CHECK
5. TURBINE TRIM...CHECK
6. TURBINE THRUST...CHECK
7. MIXTURE...FULL

ENGINE SHUTDOWN
1. PARKING BRAKE...SET
2. AVIONICS MASTER SWITCH...OFF
3. FUEL PUMP...OFF
4. THROTTLE...IDLE
5. MIXTURE...OFF
6. TAXI, POSITION, STROBE, MAP & INST LIGHTS...OFF
7. COCKPIT COVERS, SHOES & KEYS ATTACHED TO WINDSHIELD
8. GEN/BAT MASTER SWITCH...OFF

POSTFLIGHT INSPECTION
1. PARKING BRAKE...RELEASE
2. AVIONICS MASTER SWITCH...OFF
3. FUEL PUMP...OFF
4. THRUST...IDLE
5. MIXTURE...OFF
6. SAFETY BELTS & BAGGAGE NET...FASTEN
7. AIRCRAFT FORMS...COMPLETE AND ATTACH
8. FUEL TESTER & TAG...REMOVE LEATHER IN AIRCRAFT
9. PERSONAL ITEMS...REMOVED AND ACCOUNTED FOR
10. CASH, CARDS & CHIPS...CASH, CARDS & CHIPS
11. 360 WALKAROUND/DAMAGE INSPECTION...PERFORM